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The SCAMPS’ March meeting will be held Saturday March 6th at the home of Gary and Kevin Sherman. A luncheon
will be served starting at 1 PM. The address is 1521 S. Normandy Terrace in Corona. Phone 951-737-7943 if you get
lost.

Directions to the Sherman’s residence in Corona, CA.: Turn off the 91 freeway at Lincoln and travel South for
about ½ mile and turn on W. Olive or Burr. Go one block to S. Normandy Terrace. Their house is mid block
on Normandy Terrace between W. Olive and Burr.

SCAMPS NEWS by Clint Brooks
January ended with the onset of the rainy season finally. Not much flying has been accomplished from what I have
heard-the Perris field having gone back to nature as far as mud and the creek at full flow. Mucky for now, but how great
will the area become in the early spring-green plush stuff perfect for test flying that new scale job! I always save my
scale testing for these conditions-either at Perris or an undeveloped park area near my home in Long Beach. I just wish I
had something-I do have my Rockytop SE-5 just about there-needs some final markings and it should be ready to go.

The Isaacson Winter Classic: Feb 6-8
One of the great free flight events of the year is the Ike. While primarily a contest with focus on FAI events, there are a
few AMA/NFFS events thrown in to make it interesting. Typical events were Nostalgia Gas, Moffett, Nostalgia
Wakefield, P-30, the HLG and CLG, and the ubiquitous Gollywock love fest. Norm Furutani and Roger Morrell are the
CD’s for this well run contest and were in fine form hosting a strong field of International competitors along with the
U.S. flyers. This year proved challenging as Saturday was a washout with rain ending events before noon. The field itself
was in pretty good condition, with a fine layer of new green grass along the southern edge, but the road in was quite a
challenge with the slick gypsum coating everything in true adobe colors.
The first good flying opportunity occurred on Sunday. A few SCAMPS were on hand-Bernie Crowe and Hal Cover were
dueling over the F-1Q title along with a few other competitors I did not know. Hal impressed the field with his SandyHogan electric model reaching massive altitude on the 15 second motor run rule now in place. It was interesting to watch
the drama as the start of the Super Bowl grew near. The flyoff round between Hal and Bernie was voted to a launch
using a five second motor run and two timers each to confirm. I think this was done mainly to end the flyoff and get on
with football-in any case Hal prevailed and took the honors in F-1Q.
I spent the day chasing my P-30. Many thanks to Bernie Crowe and Jane Cover for taking times for me in between their
rounds. I eventually flew 10 two minute maxes to outlast the field of six who entered. It was a lot of work to keep
chasing those repeat max times-I thought the original rules for P-30 would have settled the event quicker and allowed
time to participate in other events. Time to start working on an F-1G model now…..

Haggert-Bowden Images from Sunday February 21
The contest was re-scheduled from the 14th and proceeded without weather related incident on Sunday the 21st. A small
field of SCAMPS was on hand under partially obscured skies to take on the day. The field is very green but fairly firm
underfoot. The adjacent field was not too bad either and nobody appeared to get mired in mud on their retrievals. The
creek was fairly full however, and the only crossing place was at the concrete ford where the water was only about an
inch deep. A lot of us landed on the far side and this generally resulted in a long walk if you didn’t have wheels. Nobody
hit the creek as far as I knew, but I came close on at least three DT’s!
Lift seemed to be plentiful as the conditions were buoyant and pre-frontal. I missed the photo op, but Ted Firster had the
best crash of the day-all I saw was the tail end sticking up-looked like a worm killer end to me!
The only accident of the day was when I was struck in the ankle by a snarling electric Mini-Ramrod that had been
launched by Dan Heinrich from the flight line. No big deal you say-well consider I was probably ¼ mile away from Dan
walking along the creek on a retrieve. I doubt anyone could duplicate that precision hit in a million tries-good luck with
the Lottery Dan!
All of us had good flights, and at the last 20 minutes Ron Wittman put his Cassano Stick up for an attempt and ended up
at cloud base and nearly OOS, directly over the field. Luckily there was zero drift aloft, and the model DT’d after four
minutes and dropped onto the far side of the R/C field much to Ron’s relief. A spectacular end to the days flying indeed!
Many thanks to Allen Heinrich for directing the event, and congratulations on his recent marriage!

Dan’s ankle biting Mini-Ramrod with Harbor Freight electric system

Snow bird Tom White with a modified Mini-Rod 1/4A Nos Gas model

Don Kaiser poses with his Top Banana class B Nos Gas model

Ken Kaiser’s beautiful Perris Special

Kevin readies his Torontonian (what a mouthful) for a nice flight

Tom Carmen readies his class B Pylon model for some early morning attempts

Ron Wittman winds for his towering last flight of the day-spectacular!

The highs and lows of flying Texaco-continued ( Allan Arnold)
Last month we went over Allan Arnold’s trials with his 1/2A Lanzo Texaco model. Lost, then found at the Perris Sheriff
station and returned to Allan.
After returning to the field for continued trials the following week-the Lanzo story finally ends, as Allan relates:

In spite of being lucky to get my Lanzo Bomber back in the last months saga all did not end well, my Lanzo was
stolen by some low life the next week. I flew the Lanzo for practice using the new GM/GPS/GPRS tracker
which by the way, worked fine. The tracker works by sending the GPS co-ordinates of the unit back to the cell
phone via a text message each time you call the unit. Since the unit is carried by the plane the position of the
plane is known, these co-ordinates are now transferred to the Garmin GPS locator to direct you to the plane.
After a discussion (argument) of how to convert decimalized GPS co-ords to degrees and minutes for the
Garmin, someone noticed that the plane which had landed near the road was being picked up and loaded into a
truck. Kevin took off on his motorbike to get it back- too late! The low life saw him coming and took off at
high speed. I kept calling the tracker in the hope that it was taken outside and that the tracker could receive GPS
signals and give its position. No luck; after 80 hours the batteries in the unit ran down. The plane had my
address and phone number but nobody called. I have almost finished a Lanzo Airborne for ½ A Texaco-I must
be a glutton for punishment.

F1Q 2009 America’s Cup campaign (Bernie Crowe)
The America’s Cup series was initiated several years ago to encourage FAI free flight competitors to travel to different
sites and take on the best in the Country as a way to develop their skills in preparation for the US Team Selection
process, and a chance to represent the United States at the World Championships. Only three classes qualify for the
World Champs – F1A, F1B, and F1C (towline glider, rubber power, and gas power) but America’s Cup added the
“junior” classes – F1G, F1H, and F1J (Coupe, small glider and small power) to the mix to sustain growth in these
“growth” events, and recently added F1E (magnet-steered glider) and F1Q (electric power) to the list.

The format for the AmCup awards 25 points for a win, 20 for second, 15 for third, and so on. Only the top four scores
count towards the competitor’s total, and only two scores can come from the same flying site. A bonus point is awarded
if there are more than five entries in a class, two points if there are more than 10, and so on. In 2009 there were 31
contests held across the US at 11 different fields. 19 fliers competed in F1Q, with the largest field being 7 entries at the
South West Regionals, Eloy AZ, in January. The only other contest in which a bonus point was awarded was the Nats at
Muncie IN, in July, where there were 6 entries.
I was able to fly in only six of the contests at three different sites in 2009. Unlike previous years my planes performed
consistently for the most part. I had a “bomb” at the Isaacson contest at Lost Hills in February, when a cracked rear
fuselage caused some erratic flights, and problems at the Bisonette Memorial contest, also at Lost Hills in May, caused
by a wire broken inside the insulation. Some health problems kept me out of action in the middle of the year, but I was
fortunate to secure four wins and win the Cup for the first time.
F1Q is an exciting event and interest continues to grow in this class among the competition community. There are four
F1Q AmCup fliers in our neighboring San Diego Orbiteers club, and though Hal Cover and I are the only SCAMPS to
compete in AmCup events so far, there are at least four more fliers among our ranks. I expect to see more and more
entries as the year progresses, along with growing sophistication and performance in the airplane designs. Consider
giving F1Q a shot. It’s a fun event!

Bernie with his winning F-1Q design ‘Noah’s Quark’ at Perris, CA

2010 SCAMPS membership dues should have been paid in January. If you haven’t
already done so, please take care of this as soon as you can.
The dues are $25 (regular membership) or $10 (E-mail membership) and should be made
payable to SCAMPS. Please send your dues to George Walter, 2412 Deerpark Drive,
Fullerton, CA 92835.

The final tally for the F-1Q America’s Cup

SCAMPS Monthly Club Contest Calendar for 2010
Date

Rubber

Power

Contest Director

Mar 10

OT Small Rubber-Combined

1/2A-C Gas -Nostalgia

TBD

Apr 14

P-30 / Greve Racer FAC Mass Launch

OT ABC Fuselage

TBD

May 12

Moffet / Twin Pusher

F-1Q / E-36/ Harbor Freight

TBD

Jun 9

4 oz. & 8 oz. Wakefield

B-D AMA Gas

Bernie Crowe

Jul 14

Jimmie Allen / Commercial Rubber

30 Second Antique

TBD

Aug 11

OT Large Rubber-Combined

1/2A-C Gas -Nostalgia

TBD

Sep 8

Coupe F-1G / HLG/ CLG

OT ABC Fuselage

TBD

Oct 13

Nostalgia Wake / Rubber

F-1Q / E-36/ Harbor Freight

TBD

Nov 10

Jimmy Allen / P-30

1/2A-A AMA Gas

TBD

Date

Rubber

Power

Contest Director

Dec 8

Gollywock Mass Launch / Small OT
Rubber-Combined

B-D AMA Gas

Kevin Sherman

As you can see there are some holes in the new calendar for CD’s-Contact Bernie if you would like to assist in
being a club contest CD for one of these events.

SCAMPS 6th Annual Taibi Contest
Sunday, March 21, 2010 – Perris, CA
***This will be an AMA Sanctioned Contest***
***Flying Starts at 8:00 AM and contest closes at 1:00 PM!***

EVENTS:
*Powerhouse Only (20 Sec. eng. run, Full size Powerhouse only SAM legal diesel & Spark Ignition only)
*Brooklyn Dodger Only (20 second engine run, SAM legal diesel & Spark Ignition only)

*Perris Special (15 Second engine run – Glow, Ignition or Diesel)
*ABC Old Timer (Fuselage & Pylon combined 20 second engine run)
*Small O.T. Rubber - Combined - (Stick & Fuselage)
*Large O.T. Rubber - Combined - (Stick & Fuselage)
*Nostalgia Rubber – (All Nostalgia rubber including Wakefield)
*ABC Nostalgia (9 Second Hand Launch, 12 second VTO)

* ½ A Nostalgia (9 Second Hand Launch, 12 second VTO)
*3 minute Max
*All Old Timer Flights will be HAND LAUNCHED, no ROG
*Nostalgia, HAND LAUNCH or VTO, no ROG
*SAM rules for standard SAM events
*Entry fee is $5 per event
*Merchandise Prizes & Certificate Awards

CDs Hal Wightman (714) 528-1850 & Kevin Sherman (951) 737-7943

SCAMPS & SCIFS Texaco
April 17th & 18th 2010 – Lost Hills, CA - A.M.A. Sanctioned Contest
---Run in Conjunction with the San Valeers Club Annual---

Saturday
7:30 AM to 4:00 PM

Sunday
7:30 AM to 3:00 PM

½ A Texaco

Dawn Patrol Texaco

(8cc fuel, best one of three official flights, 7:30 AM to
10:30 AM any glow IC engine .051 or smaller)

(7:30 AM to 10:00 AM, best of 2 official flights ¼
ounce of fuel per pound of model)

Gas Scale
O.T. Small Rubber Fuselage

30 Second Antique
O.T. Small Rubber Stick

(3-minute max)

(3-minute max)

O.T. Large Rubber Stick

O.T. Large Rubber Fuselage

(5-minute max)

(5-minute max)

.020 Replica
(Engine run is 20 sec. ROG, 15 sec. HL, 3 minute max)

*A/B Pylon
*C Fuselage
4 oz. Wakefield
**A/B Nostalgia
**C Nostalgia
Twin Pusher Mass Launch (8:30 AM)

*A/B Fuselage
*C Pylon
Vintage Wakefield
(1938-1950, 8-ounce weight rule)

Pee Wee Antique
(2.2cc fuel, best of three official flights, any .024 or
smaller IC engine)

**1/4A Nostalgia

**All Nostalgia Events, (9 Second Hand Launch, 12 Second VTO or ROG), 3 minute Max
*Sam Power events to be flown using 2006 SAM Rules. 20 Second engine run hand-launch, 25
seconds R.O.G. 5 Minute maxes (weather permitting). Rubber ties will be broken by
increasing Max times (weather permitting)
$10 entry (includes first event), $5 each additional event.
Merchandise awards 1st, 2nd, & 3rd all events.
SCAMPS (CD) Contact, Dan Heinrich (909) 593-5789 (E-mail AeronutD@CS.com)
SCIFS Contact, Bud Matthews (661) 993-5201 (E-mail BudM6629@sbcglobal.net)

